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ELDON JAMES CORPORATION ANNOUNCES NEW 106,000 SQ. FT. EXPANSION IN  
FT. COLLINS, COLORADO 
 
DENVER, CO, May 19, 2021– Eldon James Corporation has started construction on a new expansion project for the 
rapidly growing company. The woman owned Colorado company celebrates 34 years of business in Northern 
Colorado and Denver. Eldon James manufactures a proprietary line of 6000+ fittings, SeriesLock™ Quick 
Disconnects and complimentary line of PVC-free tubing. Business has grown substantially in the last year as Eldon 
James is a valued US supplier of critical components used by vaccine manufacturers, pharmaceutical and medical 
device companies, laboratory, industrial, and automotive manufacturers.  

This is the 6th expansion for the company in its 34-year history. The building will be built at 3486 Precision Drive, 
Fort Collins, CO, beside the 93,000 sq. ft. WilMarc facility the company built in 2019. WilMarc is an FDA facility that 
manufacturers medical devices made from PVC-Free plastic materials. Hospitals are actively seeking medical 
devices that are free of harmful plastics like PVC and made in the USA.  

The new building will be comprised of large cleanrooms to manufacture tubing and connectors to meet the needs 
of pharmaceutical, medical and laboratory customers. This new capacity will complement the large cleanroom in 
the Denver facility and offer customers redundancy to insure reliable manufacturing.  

Eldon James is proud of the part they played this last year to supply millions of parts and tubing for the ventilator 
projects and now for multiple vaccine manufacturers. Marcia Coulson, President, said “We are so proud of our 
valued employees who worked as a team to manufacture 24 hours a day, 7 days a week through the pandemic, 
never missing a day, to insure delivery of our products worldwide.”  

3486 Precision Drive, Fort Collins, CO 
 

 
 

About the Eldon James Corporation 

Eldon James is an innovative, woman owned, manufacturer and has been a global supplier of proprietary and 
customized tubing and connection solutions since 1987. The company specializes in single-use components, PVC-
free tubing, SeriesLock™ quick disconnects and assemblies designed for medical devices, life sciences, bioprocess, 
biomedical, pharmaceutical and other critical-use applications. Additionally, Eldon James supplies a broad spectrum 
of products to the transportation, automotive, food and beverage, chemical and general industrial sectors. 
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